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Abstract: In this paper we consider the following labeling problem Gwen a graph q with n 
nodes and symmetry group q~ and a set ~ of n not necessarily &stmct labels, construct all dis- 
tract, with respect o ,B, labehngs of the nodes of ~ w~th the elements of J2. Two efficient com- 
puter implemented algorithms for exphcltly constructing such labehngs are presented These al- 
gorithms are based on a group theoretic formulation of the graph labehng problem. 
1. Introduction 
We consider in this paper the following graph theoretical problem: 
Gwen a graph ~ with n nodes and topological symmetry group q~ and a 
set Z? of n not necessarily &stinct labels, construct all topologically dis- 
tinct labelings of the nodes of ~ with the elements of Z?. This problem 
arises in numerous contexts, and it has been investigated by P61ya [7], 
DeBruijn [4], and others. In particular, the number of such distinct la- 
balings is given by the generalized P61ya enumeration formula.1 We 
present here two efficient computer implemented algorithms for expli- 
citly constructing all topologically distinct labelings of ~ by Z?. More- 
over, for each distinct labeling, the algorithms determine the subgroup 
of qfl which preserves that labeling. 
Our interest in the graph labeling problem initially arose in the con- 
text of the DENDRAL project [2]. This project includes among its ob- 
jectives the applic~ttion of computer implemented artificial intelligence 
techniques to the analysis and classification of organic compounds. Ne- 
cessary to this work are algorithms to systematically generate all the dis- 
* This work was supported in part by ARPA Contract SD-183, NIH Grant RR-612 and NSF 
Grant GP-16793. 
I A complete description of PSlya's theory of counting can be found, for example, m [ 1 ] and 
161. 
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tinct valence isomers of a given set of atoms. Routines to perform this 
task m the special case where the isomers form only topologically tree- 
like structures have been described in [31 and [5]. For the general case, 
algorithms are required which generate all distinct cyclic structures for- 
med from a given set of atoms with pre-assigned free valances. The graph 
labeling problem is central to these cyclic structure generation algo- 
rithms. 2 
We now describe a group theoretic approach to the graph labeling 
problem. 
2. Algebraic formulation and notation 
The graph labeling problem admits a completely algebraic formula- 
tion as follows: 
We index from 1 to n the nodes of the graph ~ in some fixed order 
and index also from 1 to n the n labels in the set ~, where, for nota- 
tional convemence, we index equal labels in sequence, i.e., if there are 
171 labels of the first type, n 2 labels of the second type, etc., then we 
index the labels of the first type with 1, ..., n I, the labels of the second 
type with 111 + l ,  ..., H 1 + n2 ,  etc. With this indexing, any labeling of 
by 22 can be considered as a bijective map from the integral interval 
[ 1,171 (the node indices) to [ 1, n ] (the label indices). (Throughout, 
[a, b ] will always denote the interval of integers from a through b in- 
clusive i fa <_ b, and [a, b] = ~ i fa  > b ) Thus, the indexed labelings of 
by /? can be bijectlvely identified with Sn, the full permutation group 
on [ l ,n ] .  3 
Any topological symmetry of ~ in the symmetry group q0 can be 
considered as a permutation of the node indices, i.e., q3 can be isomor- 
phically identified with a subgroup B of Sn, and for o~ E S n and ~ E B, 
the labelings ~ and ~/3 correspond to topologically equivalent labeled 
graphs. 
The indexed set of labels also admits a symmetry group. If there are 
171 labels of the first type, n 2 labels of the second type, ..., n k labels of 
2 The cychc structure generation algorithms will be described m a later paper m Discrete Mathe- 
matics 
3 For consistency with our choice of notation, one should always view a labehng a m S n as a 
map from the nodes of ~ to labels in/2.  
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the kth type, n 1 + 172 +"" + Ilk = n, then the labels with indices in the in- 
tervals 
I I=  [ n~ +1,  n , ]=  1,2 , . . . , k ,  
t= l  = 
are indistinguishable asunindexed labels. These labels, therefore, may 
be freely permuted in any indexed labeling without changing the cor- 
responding labeled graph. Hence the indices of the labels admit the 
symmetry group A = Sin1) X S(n2) X ... X Sink), where "X" denotes the 
(internal) direct product of subgroups in S n , and S(n/) denotes the full 
group of permutations on the interval I/naturally embedded in S n . Ex- 
plicitly, for a ~ S n , a is in S(n/) if and only if a(t )  = t for t q~ 11. Note 
that this latter condition implies that a(I/) = 1 / since a is bijective and 
{I:, [ I, n] -11} partitions [ 1,17]. The subgroup A will be called the label 
subgroup o fS  n corresponding to the (ordered) partition n 1 + 17 2 + ... 
+n k = n ofn .  
We now define a relation A on S n by 71 A 72 if and only if there 
exist ~ E A and/3 ~ B such that 7t = ~ 3'2/3. Since A and B are subgroups 
of Sn, A is an equivalence relation on Sn. In terms of the graph ~, 71 
and 72 determine topologically equivalent labelings of the nodes of 
with the labels in/2 if and only if 71 A 72. Since A is an equivalence re- 
lation on S n , the equivalence classes of A partition S n . Hence we can 
determine all topologically distinct labelings of ~ by .C by selecting pre- 
cisely one element from each distinct A-equivalence class, i.e., by selec- 
ting a representative s t for the partition of S n induced by A. 
For any 7 E Sn, the A-equivalence class determined by 7 is the set 
~v = {~ 73. ~ E A, 3 ~ B}, i e., ~ is the set product A 7B. This set 
product is called the double  coset  of A and B in S n determined by 7. 
Thus our graph labeling problem can be algebraically formulated as 
follows: 
Given a label subgroup A ofS  n and a subgroup B ofS  n, determine 
algorithmically a representative s t for the double cosets of A and B in 
S, ,  i.e., determine a subset {71,72 ..... 7t}  ° fSn  such that 
S n = U~=IA 3,zB and (A 7i B)  n (A 71 B) = 0 for l 4= 1. 
The correspondence b tween graph labeling and double cosets and 
the use of double cosets as a basis for chemical nomenclature have been 
investigated by Ruch, H~isselbarth and Richter [8]. 
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Fig. 1 
Although the double coset formulation of the graph labeling problem 
presents the problem in a conceptually less obvious form, it does per- 
mit the techniques of constructive group theory to be applied directly to 
the problem. Moreover, our algebraic solutions are directly implement- 
able on a computer. 
Example 2.1. Let q be the graph in Fig. l(a). Let Z? consist of  3 labels 
9t and 7 labels ~. The topological symmetries of ~ are: 
b 0 : The identity transformation. 
b 1 : Reflection about the line l 1 . 
b 2 : Reflection about the line l 2 . 
b3 :180  ° rotation about the center o f~.  
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Index the nodes of ~ as in Fig. l(b) and the labels in ~ asx 1 =x  2 = 
x 3 = qZ and x 4 = ... =xl0 = C. 
Then the labelings of q by £? can be considered as elements in S10. E.g., 
the permutation 3'1 = ( 12567384910)  in S10 corresponds to the la- 
beling of q given in Fig. 2(a) and the permutation 3'2 = (35498217 
106) to the labeling in Fig. 2(b). Here, we use the notation for S n which 
identifies 3' E S n with the n-vector (3'(1), 3'(2), ..., "),(n)). 
The topological symmetry group of q determines the subgroup B of  
$10 via 
b0 ' - '~0=(12345678910) ,  
b 1 ~/31 =(10987654321) ,  
b 2,-,/32 =(54321109876) ,  
b 3 ~/33 =(67891012345) .  
The label subgroup of  $10 associated with 22 is A = S(3 ) × S(7 ), a sub- 
group of order 3[ 7!. For example, the permutation a = (213471065 
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9 8) ~s in A, and the permutations "/1 and ")'2 are A-equivalent since 
7z = a 3'1 33, i.e., the labeled graphs m Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) are topolo- 
gically equivalent. 
By P61ya's enumeration formula, there are 32 distinct double cosets 
of A and B in Sin, ~.e., there are 32 topologically distinct labelings of 
g by .t?. 
3. General theory 
Let A and B be subgroups of the finite group G. A straightforward 
group theoretic argument shows that the double cosets of A and B in G 
partition G. This partitmn, unlike a single coset partition of G, is gene- 
rally not a partition into subsets of equal s~ze, and there is no simple 
analogue to Lagrange's theorem. There is, however, a certain regularity 
in a double coset partition as evidenced by the following known theo- 
rem. 
Theorem 3.1. For any g E G, let Rg be a set o f  right coset representa- 
tives o f (g - lAg  n B) m B Then the double coset AgB consists prect- 
sely o f  the union of  right cosets IJx~RgAgx Moreover, this unton is 
dtsjoint. Symmetrzcally, i f  gL is a set o f  left coset representatives of
(A n gBg -I ) m A, then AgB is the disjoint union Uy~gX)'gB. 
Proof. Let Rg = (Xl, x2, ..., x k }, 1.e., B is the disjoint union 
[J~=l (g - lAg  n B)xz, and let u E AgB, say u = agb. Now b in B implies 
thatb =hx i fo rsome l<_ i<_kandh~g- lAgnB.  Also, h i so f the  
form g- l  alg, a 1 E A. Thus u = agg-l algx~ = (aa 1 )gx,, and u E Ux~ngAgx, 
i.e., AgB = Ux~ RgAgx. If Agx z = Agx/, then x i x[  1 = g- l  a2g for some 
a 2 ~ A. Since x, and x: are inB,x~x~ -1 ~ g - lAg  n B. Therefore, 
(g - lAg n B)x i = (g - lAg  n B)x/, and, since Rg is a right coset represen- 
tative set fo rg - lAg  n B in B, we must have t =/. Hence the union is a 
dxsjoint union. 
For any finite set T, we denote by ITI the number of elements in T. 
From Theorem 3.1 and Lagrange's theorem we have: 
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Corollary 3.2. 
IAgB I = IAI IB I I Ig -  l Ag  n BI= IAI IB I I IA n gBg-  l l . 
Theorem 3. t does yield the following algorithmic method for deter- 
mining a list D of double coset representatives of A and B in G : 
1. Determine a list of right coset representatives for A in G, say 
R = {a,  b . . . . .  t} ,  and form the list D with initially D --- q). 
2. For the first member m in R, place m on D and determine a set of 
right coset representatives of (m- lA in  c~ B)  in B, say T m = {x ,  y . . . .  , z }. 
3. For each w in T m , determine the unique element h in R such that 
Ah = Amw and eliminate h from the hst R. 
4. I fR  = ~, stop, otherwise go to Step 2. 
The difficulty with the above algorithm is that any direct implemen- 
tation is computationally prohibitive in terms of both machine time 
and core store even for relatively small groups, e.g., G = S10. Our objec- 
tive now is to derive certain modifications to this algorithm in the case 
G -- S n and A is a label subgroup, so that the modified algorithm admits 
efficient machine implementation. The main device used is the natural 
ordering of S n . 
The group S n admits a natural inear ordering. This ordering is a very 
powerful computational tool, and it has been used by Sims [9] and 
others in devising group theoretic algorithms. The ordering is defined 
as follows: 
Consider S n as the set of bijective maps from [ 1, n ] to itself. For 
zr ~ Sn ,  identify rr with the integral n-vector Or( 1 ), rr(2), ..., rr(n)). Using 
this latter representation of S n , the natural linear ordering is the lexico- 
graphical ordering on the n-vectors induced by the usual ordering on 
[ 1, n ], i.e., if we denote the order relation on S n by "<<",  then lr I << 7r 2 
if and only if either zr 1 = rr 2 or for some k ~ [ 1, n],  r r l ( i )  = zr2(i ) for 
1 <_ i < k and rr 1 (k) < rr2(k). This relation can be extended to subsets 
of S n via T << U if and only if for every r ~ T and r~ ~ U, r << .~. 
Given any partition ~ of S n , this linear ordering permits us to easily 
specify a canonical representative s t for ~. Namely, we choose as the 
representative for P ~ ~ the "least" element in P with respect o <<, 
i.e., we choose the unique zr ~ P satisfying zr << P. 
Let A and B be subgroups of S n . The canonical representative s ts for 
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the fight cosets of  A in S n , the left cosets of  B in Sn,  and the double 
cosets of  A and B in S n are 
ASh = (a E Sn: a << A a} ,  
SnB = (t3 B: t3<< t3B), 
ASnB = {n~S n. zr <<A lr B} ,  
respectively. 4 Since A and B contain the identity element of  Sn,  i f  n 
is in A SnB, then n must satisfy n << A ~r and 7r << riB. The converse, 
unfortunately,  is not true. We will call a double coset representative s t 
smal l  if it is contained in ASn"  In particular, A SnB is small. 
The following techmcal lemma, which is due to Sims [9],  gives a cri- 
terion for when 7r << ~r B. 
I_emma 3.3. Let  B be a subgroup orS  n. Le t  H z be the subgroup orB  
f i x ing  e lernentwise [ 1, i - 1 ], and let O, be the orbt t  o f  i wzth respect  
to Ht, t e., O t = {r(i). r ~ Hz}. Then Jbr any n ~ S n , n << ~rB i f  and  
on ly  i f  n( i)  <__ n(x)  fo r  each x ~ 0 z, i = 1, 2, ..., n. 
Proof. For  any 1 <_ l <_ n and any x c O~, there is a {3i, x ~ B such that 
/3t, x (1) =]  for 1 <- I < i and [3t, x( i )  =x .  Assume that rr << 7rB. Then 
n << zr/3t, x, and since zr(/) = rr/3t, x (]) for 1 <- 1 < i, we must have 
zr(i) <_ rr/3t, x (i) = n(x). Conversely, assume that n(t) <_ n(x) for every 
x ~ 0 i. For any/3 ~ B, if rr :# rr/3, let t o be the least argument for which 
rr and 7r/3 differ, i.e., n( j )  = n[3(j) for I <_ j < it3 and n(i~) :# 7r/3(tt~). Since 
rr is bijective,/3(]) = j  for 1 <_ j<  i~. Hence/3E Htt ~ and ~(tt~) E Oz~. Thus 
7r(lt3) < rr/3(lo)and rt<< 7r/3. 
The subgroups H t m this lemma form a descending sequence 
B = H l ~ H 2 D ... D H n = (c.'}, where /denotes  the identity element 
ofS  n . Thus if k is the least index such that H k = (d}, then H / = (d} 
and O/= (/} for k <_ 1 <- n. Hence in applying Lemma 3.3, we need only 
check those indices i with l < k. For example, if B is transitive, i.e., if 
O 1 = [1, n] ,  and i f  Hi = (d) fo r />  _ 2, then 7r<< zrB if and only if 
7r(1) = 1. 
4 Note, however, that in terms of the graph this "canomcalness" i  completely dependent on 
the indexing of the nodes and labels. 
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Let A be a label subgroup of So, say A is the subgroup corresponding 
to the partit ion n 1 + ... + n k = n. We claim that the set of  all ~r 6 S o sa- 
tisfying rr << A 7r can be constructed as follows: 
(1) Form all the distinct ordered partit ions 9i = {Pz 1 . . . . .  Pik } of  
[ 1, n] into k subsets Pz; satisfying IeO I = nj. There are c = n!/n 1 ! ... nit ! 
such partitions. 
(2) For each 5b zand for each Pz; ~ 7~i, list the elements of Pz; in their 
natural order, say hz; 1 < hzl 2 < ... < hzlnl. 
(3) For  i = 1, ..., c, define ,r t by rri(hos) = F-Jr-= ~ n r + s. 
Each 9z is a partit ion of [ 1, n ], and the integral intervals 
11 = nr+l ,~n 
r= l  r= l  
j= l  .. . . .  k ,  
also partit ion [ 1, n ]. Thus, since IPz; 1 = 11; I, 1 <- j <- k, the rr i are dis- 
tinct, well-defined elements of  S o . 
Lemma 3.4. {Tr,: 1 <- i <_ c} = {rr ~ S o . rr << Arr}. 
Proof. For a ~ A, assume that 7r~ ~ ~rr z. Let t be the least integer in 
[ 1, n ] for which rrz(t) 4: a rrz(t ). Say t ~ P~ and t = h~1 s for some 
1<-i  <kand l<_s<n l .Nowrr i ( t )  =TJr~ ~n r+sE1; .S inceA l sa labe l  
subgroup, {a(m): m ~ 1;} = 11. Also, by the choice of  t,  7ri(hi l  p ) = 
rr,(htw) for 1 < p < s. Thus, since rr~(t) 4: a 7ri(t), we must have 
7rt(t)=a n r+s  > ~ n r +s =Tr(t).  
r= l  r= l  
Hence 7r~ << ~ 7rz, and rr i << A rr~. By the above, 
{rr~: l<_z<-c}c  {rrESo:Tr<<Arr} .  
Since the latter set forms the canonical set of  right coset representatives 
of  A in So, by Lagrange's theorem, {rr ~ S o : rr << A rr} = IS o I/IA I = c. 
Hence 
(rri: 1 <_ t <_ c) = (T r~So:  n <<A re} . 
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Corollary 3.5. The set a Sn = {rr E S n . rr << A rr} can be ,a tura l ly  ide , -  
t i ffed wtth the set D o fa l l  integral , -str#tgs conta in ing n x O-dzglts, "k -1  
1-digits . . . .  n! (k - 1)-&gits More  exphc l t ly ,  de f i ,  e r .  [1, n] -+ 
[0, k - 1 ] by r(s) = k - / ,  where s E l j .  Then the map ~ : A Sn "+ D 
given by ~(rr) = (r rr( 1 ) . . . . .  r 7r(,) ) is a bifectzon 
Proof. For rq and rr 2 111A St,, let H,/ = {h E [ 1, n ] .  rq(h) E I t ) ,  z = 1, 2; 
/ = 1 ..... k. Now qJ(rq ) = ff(rr2) if and only i fH l l  =H2j ,  1 <-1 < - k. 
Linearly order the sets Hl I ,  say h/1 < hi2 < ... < his/, 1 <- ! <- k. Then, 
since rr 1 and 71" 2 are  in ASn, by the proof  of  Lemma 3 4, Ht j  = H21 
implies that 
1-1 
7r l (h ls )= ~ lit +~ =lr2(hls ) .  
1=1 
Thus ff(rq ) = ff(rr 2) imphes that rq = rr 2 , and ff is injective. Since 
I AS,, I= , ! /n l ! . .  nk! = IDI, ~ is bijectlve 
In the special case where k = 2, i.e., A is the label subgroup of  S n 
corresponding to a partit ion of  n of  the form m + ( ,  - m) = n, the 
identified set of  canonical right coset representatives takes a particu- 
larly simple form. Namely, it is the set Dnn of  all n-bit binary strings 
with m 1-bits and (n - m) 0-bits. Moreover, the natural ordering of  the 
elements of  D',~ considered as binary integers agrees inversely with the 
ordering << on S n . Explicitly, if for ~ m D~,, we denote by a the per- 
mutat ion in S~ associated with e, i.e., a = ff(oe), where q~ is the bijec- 
tive map of  Corollary 3.5, then: 
Lemma 3.6. For  any a and 3 in D~n , ~ >_ 3 i f  and  on ly  if-~ << 3. 
Proof. Let a = (a 1 a 2 ... a n ) and/3 = (b 1 b 2 ... bn).  Assume that a > ft. 
Let i be the least index such that a, :/= b z. Then we must have a, = 1 and 
b t = 0. Hence by the definit ion of  ~- and/3, a(/)  = 3--(J) for 1 <_ / < l, and 
~(i) <_ m < 3(i). Thus ~ << 3-. Conversely, if ~- <</3, a =~/3, the converse 
argument yields that a >/3. 
Let e be the collection of  all l inearly ordered m-element subsets o f  
[ 1, n ], i.e., e is the collection of  all l inearly ordered combinat ions of  
the elements of  [ 1, n ] taken m at a time. Any a in D n uniquely deter- 
mines an element ~(a) :  1 < a 1 < a 2 < ... < a m <_ n of e ,  where the 
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atth digit ( f rom the left) o f  a is 1. co is a bijective map from Dn~ to C, 
and we have: 
Lelnma 3.7. For  any a and  [3 m Dm , a >- [3 (as b inary integers) i f  and 
on ly  zf co(a) <_ co(~) ( lextcographical ly) .  
Proof. Let co(a)" 1 <_ a I < a 2 < ... < a m <_ 1l, and 60(/3): 1 <_ b I < b 2 < 
... < b m <_ n. Then a >/3 if and only if there exists an index z, 
1 <_ l <_ m, such that a / = b], 1 <_/'< i, and a t > b t if and only i f  co(a) 
is lexlcographical ly ess than 6o(/3). 
We can combine the correspondence between D~,  A Sn and m-ele- 
ment combinat ions with Lemma 3.3 to give a method for describing 
the canonical right coset representatives of  A in S n which are also cano- 
nical left coset representatives o f  B in S n . Namely,  if we let O~, 
1 = 1 .. . .  , n, be as in Lemma 3.3, then: 
Lemma 3.8. Let  c3 be the set  o fa l l  l inearly o rdered  m-e lement  subsets  
o f  [ 1, n] sat is fy ing 0 t n at = 0 z] l ~ 6~. Then there is a b i jecttve 
map v J rom ~ to the subset  R o f  all ~ E D n satzs fvmg ~ << a/3 Exph-  
cttly, fo r  _~: 1 <_ a 1 < a 2 < ... < a m <- n, l/l CO, 0(,9~) = (e 1 e 2 ... en),  
where  e] = 1 lJ ] E At{ and 0 otherwise.  
Proof. Let [ l, n] -_~ = (b I < b 2 < ... < bn_ m }, and let v(_~) = 3". Then 
( 
= I t , ] = a t  , 
3"(1) 
re+t ,  j=b  t . 
Choose any je  [1, , ]  andx  e O]. I f /=at ,  thenx  >_ a t and 3"(x) > _ t. 
Hence 3'(1) = t <__ 3"(x). I f /=  b t, then/¢~ and, by hypothesis,  x q~-~. 
Thus x = b s for some s >_ t, and 3'(I) = m + t <_ m + s = 3'(x). Therefore,  
7(/)  <- 3'(x) for any x E O], and by Lemma 3.3, 3" = v(.~) << v(s~)B. 
Hence v is a map from CO to R. The converse argument shows that v is 
surjective. Clearly, v is injective, and thus v is bijective 
Note that in the special case when B is transitive, 01 = [ 1, n ], and 
hence for any allowable m-element subset .~ in CO, .~ n O 1 -- s~ 4: I~, 
and we must have 1 ~ .~. 
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The results of this section admit a straightforward generalization. 
For any subset X of [ 1, n] ,  say X = (x 1 ..... xrn }, denote by S x the full 
permutation group on X, i.e., the group of all bijective maps from X to 
X. The natural bijective map )~ from [ 1, m] to X defined by ~(i) = x i 
induces the isomorphism r from S x to S,n by r(Tr) -- )~-l 7r)t. We call a 
subgroup A o fS  x the label subgroup ofS  x corresponding to the par- 
tition m 1 + ... + m k = m o fm if and only if r(A) is the label subgroup 
of S m corresponding to this partition of rn. Also, we take as the linear 
ordering on S x the ordering induced via r by the natural ordering of 
S m , i.e., for ~ and/3 in Sx ,  a <</3 if and only if r(a) << r(/3). This order- 
ing is dependent on the indexing of X. With these definitions, all of the 
above results immediately generalize to S x . 
4. Basic recursive schemes 
We see from Section 3 that for computing double coset representa- 
tives on a binary machine, it would be advantageous to reduce the ge- 
neral double coset representative problem to the special case where the 
label subgroup corresponds to a partition of n of the form m + (n - m) 
= n. In terms of the graph, such a reduction is conceptually clear. For 
example, we can label an n-node graph g with n t labels L1, n 2 labels 
L 2 and n 3 labels L3, tl 1 + 112 + n3 = n, as follows: 
(1) Determine all topologically distinct labelings of q with n I labels 
L 1 and (n - n I ) blanks. 
(2) For each such labeling, determine all distinct labelings of  the 
blank labeled nodes with n 2 labels L 2 and n 3 labels L 3 . 
The following procedure formalizes this concept and yields the de- 
sired recursive scheme: 
Let X be a subset of [1 ,n] ,  say X = (x 1 ,x2 ,  . . . , x  m ), and let B be a 
subgroup ofS  x .  For any subset Y of  X and any/3 ~ B such that 
/3(Y) = Y, denote by/31 r ,/3 restricted to Y, and denote by B Iy the 
group (/31 r :/3 ~ B with/3(Y) = Y). Then, i fA is the label subgroup of 
S x corresponding to the partition rn I + rn 2 + ... + rn k = rn of  m, k > 2, 
we claim that a double coset representative s t R for A and B in S x can 
be obtained as follows: 
(I) Determine a double coset representative s t R 1 of A 1 and B in 
S x , where A 1 is the label subgroup of S x corresponding to the parti- 
tion rn 1 + (m - m 1 ) = m. 
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(2) Do for each ~ in R 1 : 
(a) Determine N s = a -  1 ( {X m 1 + 1 . . . . .  X m } ) and B IN s . Index the 
elements o fN  o , say N o = (Yl . . . . .  Ym -m 1 }. 
(b) Determine a double 
B INo in SNo,  where A s 
ing to the partit ion m 2 
(3) SetR  = tJoeR1 {3'*a. 3' 
coset representative s t R o of  A s and 
is the label subgroup of  Sus  correspond- 
+. . .+mk =m--m 1. 
Ro}, where 3"*a ~ S x is defined by 
3"*a(x) = I&(x)  , x ~ N s , 
[Xml+l , X ~ N o and 3'(x) =y/  . 
Lemma 4.1.  R is a doub le  coset  representat ive  set  fo r  A and  B in S x . 
Proof.  Since a(X-  N)  = {x l , ..., Xm I ) and (x  m 1 +1 : Yl  E 3"(N s ) } partit ion 
X, each 3'* a is a well-defined element of  S x . 
We will first show that R contains a representative s t. For  any 
7r ~ Sx ,  since R 1 is a representative s t for A 1 and B in S x , there exist 
~ R1 ,51  ~ A 1 and 31 E B such that 61/r31 = a. Define (71"31)' by 
(rr31)'(x) = YI' where rr 3(x)  = Xm I +I, x ~ N o . (rr 31 ) ' (Ns  ) = Ns ,  and 
(rr/31 )' is an SN s .  Since R o is a representative s t for A and B IN s in SN s, 
there exist 3' 6 R s ,  52 ~ A s and 32 ~ B INs such that 52(7r 3! )'32 = 3"- 
Choose 3 ~ B ,  3 (N  s )  =N o , satisfying 31No = 32- Define 6 by 
a(X)  = I Xml+s '  
[ Ot3-1ot - l  ~)l (X) , 
X =Xml+t  and ~2(Yt )=Ys , 
xE  {x l , . . . , xml ) .  
A direct computat ion shows that 5 E A and ~1r(31 3) = 3"* Ct. Hence R 
contains a representative s t. 
Now assume that for some 3'~ al  and 3'2 * ~2 in R,  there exist 6 ~ A 
and3~Bsuchthat53"~13-  * - 3'2 a2" Then, 
3'~0t2(X-Ns)=a2(X-Ns)  ={xl, ...,xml} 
= 6~3"Ta l )~(X-Ns)  = ~tX-Ns) .  
Thus (a 13) a2 l  ( {x 1, "", Xm 1 ) ) = {x  1, "", Xm 1 }' and a 13 and a 2 differ 
only by an element o fA  I . Since R l is a representative s t, a 1 = a 2 . 
F rom 63'~ al  3 = 3'~' a l ,  we have that for x e Ns ,  
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3"~ Ot 1 (X) = Xml +l ---- a3"~ Ol 1 [3(X) , 
where 3'2 (X) = y:. Therefore/3(x) E N,~, and y /= 63" 1 ~(x) = 3"2 (x ) .  
Hence, 6 IN,~ 3'1 /3lUst = 3'2. Since R~ is a representative s t, 3't = 3'2 
and 3"~ a 1 = 3'~' a 2 . Thus the members of  R determine distract double 
cosets, and R is a representatwe s t for the double cosets of A and B in 
S x • 
Let B be a subgroup ofS  x , IXI = n, and let A be a label subgroup of 
S x . The computat ion of  a representative s t of the double cosets of  A 
and B in S x admits a further recursive reduction based on the orbits of  
B. By Lemma 4.1, we can assume for this recursive scheme that A cor- 
responds to the partit ion m + (n - m) = n. 
Conceptually, the reduction scheme works as follows: 
(1) Choose a fixed node x of  the graph ,q, and let c~ be the image 
nodes o fx  under the symmetry group ~ of q. 
(2) Do for t, max(0, 19[1+ 117- n) <_ i <_ min(lg[I ,  m)'  
(1) Determine all distinct (with respect o ~ ) labelings of  9[ with 
t labels of the first type and 19[ I - i labels of  the second type. 
(ii) For each such labeling of  9[, let ql be the subgroup of  q0 
which preserves that labeling of  ~ ,  and determine all distinct 
(with respect o q/) labelmgs of the remaining nodes of  g with 
(m - t) labels of  the first type and (n - I~1-  m +i)  labels of  the 
second type. 
(iii) Compose each labeling of  9[ and its associated labehngs of  
i f -9 [ .  
Formal ly we have' 
Let X = (x 1 ... . .  x,~}, and let O be an orbit of  B ,  i.e., O = {rr(xt): rr 
B} for some fixed x t ~ X .  Then a representative s t R of the double 
cosets of  A and B in S x can be obtained as follows: 
(1) Index the elements of  O and X-  O = O, say (Y l  . . . . .  Yk} and 
{w I .. . . .  Wn_k}, respectively. Since O is an orbit,/3(0) = O and 13(0) = 0 
for any/~ 6 B. 
(2) Do for i = max(0, m + k - n), ..., min(k, m): 
(i) Determine a double coset representative s t T t o fA  z and B I o 
in So,  where A z is the label subgroup ofS  o corresponding to the 
partit ion i + (k - i) = k. 
(ii) Do for each a E T~: 
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(a) FormN a =0~- l ( (y l ,  . . . ,Y i ) )  andB~ = (Tr~B: 7r(Na) = 
Na). 
(b) Determine a double coset representative s t H a o f  A?  and 
B a I 0 in S O , where A?  is the label subgroup corresponding to 
the part i t ion (m - i )  + (n  - k - m + i )  = n - k .  
(c) Form R a = {7 o ~: 7 ~ Ha}, where 
7 o ~(x)= 
X t , 
Xm- i+t  , 
XI+ t 
Xk+t  , 
x ~ Na,  a(x)  =yt  , 
x E 0 -Na ,  a(x) =Yt ,  
x e 0 ,7 (x )  = wt ,  t <_ m - l ,  
x ~ O, 7(x) = w t, t > m - i .  
(3) SetR  = UtO~erzR a, max(0,  m + k -  n) <_ iN  rain(k, m). 
Lemma 4.2. R is a double coset representative set for  A and B in S x . 
Proof .  For  any lr ~ Sx , let N 1 = (x ~ O" 7r(x) = xt ,  t <_ m),  say N 1 = 
{Ytl , ..., Yti} and O - N 1 = {Ysl, ..., Ysk_t}. Define 7r I E So by 
7ri (y)  = {Y/'  YENI ,Y=Yt /  , 
Yz+] , Y q~ NI  , Y = ys] . 
Since T z is a representative s t, there exist o~ ~ Tz, 51 ~ A i and/31 ~ B 0 
such that 61 7rt/31 = a. Choose/3 ~ B satisfying/31 o =/31 . Let N 2 = 
{x ~ O" rc{J(x) = xt ,  t <_ m},  sayN z = (Wtl , ..., Wtm_i} and O-N 2 = 
(wsl . . . . .  WSn_k_m+t}. Define 7r 2 ~ S 0 by 
lr 2 (w)= Iw/ '  wcN2,w=w 9 ,  
t Wm-t+l , w ~ N2,  w Wsl . 
Since H a is a representative s t, there exist 7 ~ Ha, 52 ~ A 7 and 
/32 E B a I 0 such that ~i2~'2/3 2 = ")'. Choose/3' E B satisfying/3'10 =/32, 
and let N.y = 7 -1 ({wl ,  ..., w m _,}). Now, 
fl(N~) = fll (N~) = 7r~ -1 6]-1~(N~) = lr~ -1 ({Yl . . . . .  Y,)) = N1 • 
Similarly, fl'N~ = N 2 . Thus, 
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rr/3/3'(Na u N . r )= rrN 1 u rr/3N 2 = (x~X:  I t (x )=xt ,  t <_ m} 
= 3" o a (N~ u N v ) .  
Hence, 7r/3/3' and 3' o a differ only by an element in A and A rrB = 
A3"oaB.  
Assume that there exist 3"1 o O~ l and 3"2 o a2 in R, 8 ~ A and 13 ~ B 
such that ~3'1 ° ~13 =3'2 o o~ 2" Then, 
3'2 o 0t2 (Nc~2) = ~J3'1 o ot1/3(N2) = {x 1 . . . . .  x ,}  , 
for some 0 <- iN m. Thus/3Na2 c ga l .  Symmetrically,/3-1N~l C Na2 , 
and hence/3Na2 =N~I" This implies that ~1 and o~ 2 are both in the 
same T~, and al/31o and o~ 2 differ only by an element ofA t. Hence 
al = 0~2 and/3 ~ B '~1 . A similar argument using N.rl = (w ~ O: 3`i(w) = 
w t, t <__ m - i}, i = 1, 2, shows that 3'1 = 3"2" 
Thus the elements of  R determine distinct double cosets, and R is a 
representative s t for A and B in S x . 
Since the only property of O used in the above proof is that 3(0) = O 
for/3 ~ B, we have" 
Corollary 4.3. Lemma 4.2 is valid i f  0 is a union o f  orb i ts  o rB .  
As we have seen in Section 3, we can always choose a double coset 
representative s t R for A and B in S x ,  IX I = n, such that R c a Sx ,  the 
canonical representative s t for the right cosets of A in S x , i.e., we can 
always choose a small double coset representative s t. Moreover, by 
Corollary 3.5, such a small representative s t can be identified with a 
set of certain integral n-strings. We will assume, henceforth, that such 
an identification has been made. In particular, in the special case where 
A is a label subgroup corresponding to a partition of the form m + (n - m) 
= n, any small double coset representative s t is a set of n-bit binary 
strings with m 1-bits and (n - m) 0-bits. If a is such a binary string, we 
will denote by a the associated permutation i S x . 
In many cases, the following lemma when applied to the T i in Step 
2(i) of Lemma 4.1 reduces considerably the number of steps in the 
process. 
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Lemma 4.4. Let  T be a small representative set fo r  the double cosets o f  
A andB in S X,  IXI = n Say A is the labelsubgroup o fS  X correspond- 
ing to the partit ion k + (n - k) = n. Le t  A be the label subgroup o f  S X 
corresponding to the partit ion (n - k) + k = n. Then a small  representa- 
tive set T fo r  the double cosets o f  f l  and B in S x can be obta ined by 
s imply fo rming  the binary complements  & o f  each a in T, i.e., T = 
{&=(2 n-  I ) -~:~T}.  
Proof. Define 8 ~ S x by 5(x i) = Xn+l_  i. Note that 8 = 5 -1 . For any 
small representative a, let a be the corresponding permutation in S x . 
We will first show that T 8 = {8~: o, ~ T} is a representative s t for the 
double cosets of z] and B in S x . 
For any 7r a S x , 87r is also in S x . Since T is a representative s t, there 
exist ,~ ~ T, 3' ~ A and/36 B such that 5rr = 3'~/~. Thus 52zr = 7r = 
83'~/3 = 53"8(8a)/3. Since 3' ~ A, 
53"6({x l ,  ..., x , , _k  } ) = 53"( {xk  + ~ . . . . .  x , ,})  
= 5( (Xk+l ,  . . . ,Xn})  = {X1,  . . . ,Xn_  k} • 
Hence 63,8 ~ A and zr is in the double coset determined by 5~-. Now as- 
sume that for some rv 1 and a 2 in T, 3,5~113 = 5~ 2 for some 3,~ z] and 
/3 ~ B. Then, 53,8~-i/3 = 52~2 = ~-2" AS above, 53,5 ~ A, and, since T is 
a representative s t, o~ 1 = a2 and 8% = 8%.  Hence we have that T~ is 
a representative s t. 
- -  A _ _  
We will now show that for any ,~ ~ T, & ~ A 8,',B. By the definition 
of &, a (a - l (x i ) )  = Xn_k+ i for 1 <-- i <-- k, and ~-(~--1 (Xk+,)) = xi  for 
1 <-- i<  n -- k. Therefore, for 1 <- iN  n - k,-&-d-15(xi) =-&--d-l(Xn+x_i) 
= Xn_k+l_ i ,  i.e., 
Ot-~ -1  5(Xi )  E {XI, ..., Xn_  k } , 
and ~~-15 E/~. Thus &-~ A 8~B, and if" is a small representative s t for 
the double cosets of A and B in S x . 
Using the results of this section, we now can describe the two algo- 
rithms. 
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5. Double coset algorithms 
The analysis done in the previous ections yields two efficient com- 
puter implementable algorithms for determining a small double coset 
representative s t of A and B in S x (X c [ 1, n ], IX I = k), where A is 
the label subgroup ofS  x corresponding to the partition m 1 + rn 2 + ... 
+mt = ko fk .  
As is often the case, the form of the data structures in the machine 
implementations of the algorithms determines the form of the algo- 
rithms, and conversely. In the implementations, any subset X of [ 1, n ] 
is represented by the binary n-string ~,  where the ith bit (from the 
left) of 9/ is 1 if and only if i ~ X. Thus, there is no distinction between 
subsets and their associated binary strings, and the elements of  a subset 
are implicitly indexed. Each such string ~ is carried right justified in a 
machine word. 
Any element i of [ 1, n] when considered as an element m the do- 
main ofS  n is represented asthe machine word 2 n- i ,  and a small right 
coset representative is represented asan n-vector in the form given by 
Corollary 3.5 if t > 2 and as a binary word if t = 2. For example, i fA 
is the label subgroup of S 7 corresponding to the partition 2 + 2 + 3 = 7 
(respectively, 3 + 4 = 7) and 
26 25 24 23 22 21 20 ) 
7r = 25 23 20 26 21 24 22 E S 7 , 
then the small double coset representative of A is (2, 1,0, 2, 0, 1, 0) 
(respectively, (1 0 0 1 0 1 0)). 
This compact representation f subsets and coset representatives is 
needed in practice since for even relatively small values of n, the num- 
ber of distinct double cosets can be very large. This latter number is 
optionally computed in advance via the generalized P61ya enumeration 
formula, and it is used to help decide if the desired construction is even 
feasible in terms of time and core store. 
A permutation rr in a symmetry group B contained in S n is repre- 
sented in the implementations in two ways. It is represented as the n- 
vector of the images, c(rr) = 0r(2 n-1 ) = 2 n-'r(1), ..., 7r(21 ) = 2 n-'r(n)) 
and also as a list P(rr), where the members of P(rr) are the sets of ele- 
ments in the non-trivial cycles of rr. For example, 
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(2726252423222120 ) 
7r = 2S 21 23 20 27 22 26 24 
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is carried as c(rr) = (25 , 21 , 23 , 20 , 27 , 22 , 26 , 24 ) and asP(r )  = 
((1 0 1 0 1 000) ,  (0 1 0000 1 0), (000  1 000  1)}. For many of the 
necessary computations, the second representation is the most efficient. 
However, the first representation is also needed since P(Tr) does not uni- 
quely determine 7r. 
These representations permit most of the computations to be per- 
formed as logical hardware operations. For example, if A corresponds 
to the partition m + (n - m) = n, e is a small right coset representative, 
7r ~ B, and 91 is a subset of [ 1, n],  then {l ~ 9/ :  the/th digit of  e is 1 } 
is represented by 9/^ e, and 7r(9/) = 9/ if and only i fp ^9/ = p or 0 
for all p 6 P(Tr). 
We will describe the algorithms using these representations. 
5.1. Algorithm I. This algorithm is recursive both in the number of 
terms in the partition of k and in the orbits of B. The algorithm is pre- 
sented as three nested subalgorithms. 
Subalgorithm Ic. The deepest level subalgorithm. 
Purpose. To determine the canonical set of double coset representa- 
tives of A and B in S x in the special case where A corresponds to the 
partition m + (k - m) = k of k = IXl, and B is transitive, i.e., B has 
only one orbit. 
Technique The subalgorithm is based on Corollary 3.5 and Lemmas 
3.3, 3.4, 3.6 and 3.8. It first generates the small subset P1 = (Tr ~ ,4 Sx"  
<< ~B}, P1 c D~,  i.e., the subset of canonical right coset represen- 
tatives which are also canonical eft coset representatives. It then elimi- 
nates from PI any elements 7r not satisfying ~ << A ~B. 
Input. The binary n-string 9/ corresponding to X, k = IXI, m, and a 
list which is the n-vector form of a set C of permutations in S n such 
that 3,(X) = X for every 3' ~ C and CI x = B. 
Output.  A list R 0 of binary n-strings e, e ^ 9 /  = e, which corresponds 
to the canonical set of double coset representatives of A and B in S x . 
Ordered lists: Ro, R 1 , Do, D 1 . 
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START 
. [Determine the elements of X] .  
1. Determine s(i) ~ [ 1, n] ,  1 < i < k, such that s(i) ^ q l  4= 0 and 
s(i) > s(j) if i < j. 
• [The following handles the special cases where there must be only 
one double coset]. 
2. I fm=0,  R 0 +-{0};e l se l fm= 1,R 0 +- (s (1 )} ;e l se i fm=k-  1, 
R 0 ~{~-s (k )} ,e l se i fm=k,R  o +- (~};e lsegoto4 .  
3. RETURN. 
• [Generate the orbits O of Lemma 3.3]. 
4. Initialize: N ~- C. 
5. Do 7, i = 2, ..., k. 
6. N~ (zr ~ N: 7r(s(i - 1)) = s ( i -  1)}. 
7. O (i) +- V,~jv rr(s(i)). 
• [Generate all allowable m-element subsets as per Lemma 3.8].  
8. Initialize. R 1 +- {s(1)},D 1 ~ (0} ,R  0 ~ ~,D 0 ~ 0. 
9. Do 16, t= l  . . . . .  m-1 .  
10. Do 15 for each Ig in R 1 using its corresponding D inD 1 . 
1 I. Determine max (d: s(d) ^  W 4= 0}. 
12. Do 14, i=d+l  ... .  , (k -m+l )+t .  
13. I fD^O( i )=O,  put Wvs(t )  onR o andDonD 0. 
14. D ~ D v O.(t). 
15. Continue. 
16. R 1 ~Ro,D 1 * -Do ,R  o ,-- O,D o +- ~. 
• [Eliminate redundant representatives]. 
17. Do 22 fo re~ R 1. 
18. Do 21 for 7r ~ C-  ( identity}. 
19. Do 20, i = 1, ..., k. 
20. I f~r(s( i ) )^e4:  Oands( i )  Ae=O,  goto  17;elsei fTr(s( i ) )Ae = 
0 and s(i) ^  e 4= 0, go to 18. 
21. Continue. 
22. PuteonR 0. 
23. RETURN. 
END 
Subalgorithm Ib. The intermediate l vel subalgorithm. 
Purpose. To determine a small set of  double coset representatives of  
A and B in S x in the special case where A corresponds to a part it ion of  
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k of the form m + (k - m) = k and B is any subgroup ofS  x . 
Technique. Thxs subalgorithm is recursive and is based on Lemma 4.2, 
i.e., on recursion on orbits. It uses subalgorithm Ic. 
Input. The binary n-string ~ corresponding to X, k = IXI, m, and 
two lists which contain the n-vector form and the cycle set form, res- 
pectively, of a set C of permutations in S,, such that 3'(X) = X for every 
3'~ Cand CI x = B. 
Output A list R of binary n-strings e, e ^ c// = e, which corresponds 
to a small double coset representative s t of A and B in S x . 
Ordered lists: R, R(h,  i), V(h, j). 
START 
1. Initialize: q/(1) ~-ql , C(1) +- C, k(1) +- k, m(1) ~ m, h +- 1. 
• [The following is the reduction part of  the recursion]. 
2. s ~ max(2a:  2 a ^~ (h):~ 0}. 
3. Obt(h),-- V,~c(h)~r(s). 
4. t(h) ,-- 1-bit count of Obt(h). 
5. i(h) ~ max(0, m(h) + t(h) - k(h)},  u(h) +- min(t(h), re(h)}, 
i 1 ~ max(i(h), t(h) - u(h)}, u 1 +- min(u(h), t(h) - t(h)}. 
6. Do 8, iE  H = [il, m in(u l ,  rt(h)/2 ] -  1}]. 
7. Call subalgorithm Ic with input Obt(h), t(h), i, C(h); getting as 
output R(h,  i). 
8. R(h,  t(h) - i) ~ (Obt(h) - e: e E R(h,  i)}. 
9. Do 10 for i E [i(h), u(h)] - (H u (t(h) - 1- J E H}). 
10. Call subalgorithm Ic with input Obt(h), t(h), i, C(h); getting as 
output R(h,  i). 
11. If t(h) = k(h), go to 17. 
12. Remove the first element e(h) from R(h,  i(h)). 
13. C(h + 1) ~ {Tr E C(h): p ^ e(h) = p or 0 for all p ~ P(Tr)}. 
14. ~ (h + 1) ,-- ql(h) - Obt(h), m(h + 1) *- m(h) - ffh), 
k(h + 1) ,-- k(h ) - t(h ). 
15. h+-h+ 1. 
16. Go to 2. 
• [The following is the expansion part of the recursion]. 
17. I fh  = 1,R +- R(1, i(1)) and RETURN. 
18. h+-h-  1. 
19. Put the elements of ( fv  e(h): f~  R(h + 1, i(h + 1))} on V(h, m(h)).  
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20. I fR(h,  i(h)) = O, i(h) ~ i(h) + 1; else go to 12. 
21. If i(h) <_ u(h), go to 12. 
22. I fh = 1,R ~ V(1,m) and RETURN. 
23. h~h-  1. 
24. Put the elements of { lye(h) :  f ~ V(h + 1, m(h + 1))}on V(h, m(h)).  
25. Go to 20. 
END 
Subalgorithm Ia. The highest level subalgorithm. 
Purpose. To determine a small set of double coset representatives of 
A and B in S n, where A is the label subgroup of S,  corresponding to 
the partition tl I + n 2 + ... + nq = tl and B is any subgroup of S n . 
Technique. The main loop of the subalgorithm is based on Lemma 
4.1, i.e., on induction on the number of terms in the partition of  n. 
The subalgorithm uses subalgorithms Ib and Ic. 
Input  n, q, n l ,  ..., nq, and two lists which contain the n-vector form 
and cycle set form, respectively, of  B. 
Output. A list R of integral n-vectors if q > 2 or binary n-strings if 
q < 2 which corresponds (as in Corollary 3.5) to a small double coset 
representative s t for A and B in S n ; and a list P of subgroups of B, 
where if e is the ith element of R, then the ith element of P is 
e - lAe  - n B. s 
Ordered lists: R, R l, P, P1, T, T 1 . 
START 
• [Trivial partition case]. 
1. I f  q= I :R~{0},P~BandSTOP.  
• [Initialization procedure]. 
2. Call subalgorithm Ib with input 2 n - 1,1l, n - nq, B; getting as out- 
put T. 
3. Do4  fo re~ T. 
4. P +- B(e) = {lr~ B: p ^ e =p or 0 for every p ~ P(Tr)}. 
5. If q = 2, R *- T and STOP. 
s ~_ 1A ~ n B corresponds to the subgroup of the topological symmetry group of the graph 
which preserves the labeling determined by e. This subgroup is needed m many applications of 
the labeling algorithm. 
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6. Do 8 fo re~ T. 
7. Form w = (w(1), ..., w(n) ) ,  where 
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1, 
w( / )= 0, 
8. PutwonR.  
9. no~-n .  
• [Induction section]. 
10. Do 18, i=2  .... ,q -  1. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
2 n- lAe:/ :  0,  
otherwise. 
Initialize: n O ~- n o - nq+2_t ,R  1 ~- R ,P  1 ~- P, T 1 ~- T ,R  ~- O, 
Do 17 for each w = (w(1), ..., w(n) )  ~ R 1 and its corresponding 
e(w)  ~ T 1 and B(w)  ~ PI " 
Call subalgorithm Ib with input e(w) ,  n o , n o - nq+l_ i ,  B(w); 
getting as output T. 
Do 16 fo r f~ T. 
Form f *w = (v(1) . . . .  , o(n)) ,  where 
i ,  2 n - j  A f ~ O,  
°( J)= w( j ) ,  otherwise. 
16. Put f *wonR,  putB( f *w)= (TrEB(w) :pAf=porOfor  
every p ~ P(rr)} on P. 
17. Continue. 
18. Continue. 
19. STOP. 
END 
5.2. Algorithm II. This algorithm is a variant of the first algorithm. It 
uses recursion on the number of terms in the partition of n, i.e., it uses 
the technique of  subalgorithm Ia. We will describe only that part of A1- 
gorithm II which differs essentially from Algorithm I. 
Subalgorithm lib. 
Purpose.  To determine a canonical set of double coset representatives 
of A and B in S x , X c [ 1, n],  in the special case where A corresponds 
to a partition of k = IXI of  the form m + (k - m) = k and B is any sub- 
group of S x . 
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Techmque.  This subalgorithm is based directly on Theorem 3.1. It 
also uses Lemmas 3.3 and 3.6 and Corollary 3.5. It systematically gene- 
rates the binary n-strings contained in X with m 1-bits. As each such 
string e is generated, the subalgorithm checks if e is on BL (bad list). 
If e is not on BL, it is put on GL (good list), and all other n-strings 
which correspond to small right coset representatives of A in S x which 
belong to the double coset determined by e are computed. These latter 
n-strings are merged into BL. For each e in GL, the group e - tAe  n B 
is determined in the course of  the computation and is saved on GLG. 
1^put .  The binary n-string ~ corresponding to X, k = IXI, rn, and 
two lists which contain the n-vector form and the cycle set form, res- 
pectively, of  a set C of permutations in S n such that 3'(X) = X for every 
7 E C and CI x = B.  
Output .  A list GL of binary n-strings e, e ^  ~ = e, which corresponds 
to the canonical set of  double coset representatives of A and B in S x ,  
and for each e on GL the set (rr ~ C: 7rl x ~ e- tAb-  n B) on the list 
GLG. 
Ordered lists: GL, BL, GLG, OL, OB. 
START 
1. Initialize: GL ~- 0, BL ~ 0, GLG *- 0. 
• [Trivial cases]. 
2. If m = 0, GL ~ (0) ; else if m = k, GL *- cg ; else go to 4. 
3. GLG ~ C and RETURN. 
• [Determine the elements of X]. 
4. Determine s(i) ~ [ I, n] ,  1 <_ i <_ k, such that s(i)  ^  qt 4= 0 and 
s(i) > s( j )  if t < / .  6 
• [Transfer out of main routine in special cases]. 
5. I fm =1 orm =k-  1 ,goto29 .  
• [Main loop]. 
6. Initialize: e +- VmlS(i); t(i) *- m + 1 - i, 1 <- i <_ m. 
7. Put e on GL. 
• [Determine~--1Ae-n B]. 
8. T *- {Tr ~ C: p n e = p or 0 for every p ~ P(zr)). 
9. Put T on GLG. 
6 Recall that/~ [1, n] is represented by 2 n-/. 
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• [Compute the orbits O of Lemma 3.3 for T in B]. 
10. Initialize: N +- T -  {identity}. 
l l .  Do 13, l= 1 .... , k -  1. 
12. O(i) ~- {rr(s(i)): rr E N}. 
13. N',-- {rr ~ N: rr(s(i)) = s(i)}. 
• [Determine the left cosets of T in B using Lemma 3.3, and via 
Theorem 3.1 determine the right cosets contained in A-eB I .  7 
14. Do 20 for rr ~ C-  {identity}. 
15. Do l8,  i=  l , . . . , k -1 .  
16. Do 17 for s ~ O(t). 
17. If rr(s) > 7r(s(i)), go to 14. 
18. Continue. 
19. f ~ V~ n 1 rr(s(t(]))). 
20. If re  e, mergef in to  BL (largest first). 
• [Generate the next bmary string]. 
21. Do22,  i= l , . . . ,m.  
22. If t(i) < k -  i, go to 24. 
23. RETURN. 
24. e ~ e ^  binary complement (2" s(t( i ) )  - 1). 
25. Do 27,] = 1 ..... i. 
26. e ,-- e vs(t(l) +]). 
27. t(1) +- t(i) + (l + 1 - ] ) .  
28. If e is equal to the first member of BL, delete this member from BL 
and go to 21 ; else go to 7. 
• [Special cases: Compute orbit representatives for C]. 
29. Initialize: OL *- 0, OB ~ 0. 
30. Do 35, i = 1, ..., k. 
31. I fOB ^ s ( i )¢  0, go to 35. 
32. Put i on OL. 
33. Do 34 for rr ~ C. 
34. OB ~ OB v 7r(s(i)). 
35. Continue. 
• [Special cases: Determine double coset representatives]. 
36. Do 38 for i E OL. 
37. Put s(i) on GL. 
38. Put {rr ~ C: rr(s( i))= s(i)} on GLG. 
7 Here we use the property that the inverse of a left coset representative s t is a right coset re- 
presentative s t. 
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39. If m = 1, RETURN. 
40. Replace each e on GL by its binary complement. 
41. RETURN. 
END 
5.3. There are significant operational differences in the two algorithms. 
Algorithm I is computationally more complex than Algorithm II. Also, 
subalgorithm Ic does initially construct a list of double coset represen- 
tatives with redundances which is later pruned, while in subalgorithm 
lib the pruning process is incorporated irectly into the main loop. A 
possible compensation for the additional complexity of Algorithm I is 
that for many graphs, most of the cases when subalgorithm Ic is called 
are the trivial cases in which there must be only one double coset. 
The first algorithm essentially as described and a variant of the sec- 
ond algorithm not using recursion on the number of distinct labels have 
been coded in LISP for the Stanford Computation Center's IBM 360/67. 
The recursive and list processing capabilities of LISP make it well-suited 
for coding these algorithms. 
The empirical evidence obtained in running the coded algorithms 
clearly indicates that the key recursion in the described algorithms is 
the recursion on the number of distinct labels. The coded variant of Al- 
gorithm II is much slower than Algorithm I. The typical running time 
for Algorithm I is under 0.01 seconds per distinct double coset. The des- 
cribed version of Algorithm 1I should be even more efficient. 
6. Example 
Let ~ be the planar graph in Fig. 3. Using Algorithm II, we will de- 
termine all topologically distinct labelings of q with one label a, two 
labels b and three labels c. 
The topological symmetry group of g consists of: 
7r 0 : Identity transformation. 
7r 1 : Reflection about the line l I . 
rr 2 : Reflection about the line l 2 . 
rr 3 : 180 ° rotation about the center. 
The input to Algorithm II is: ~ = (1 1 1 1 1 l ) ;n  = 6;q = 3;n  1 = I; 
n 2 = 2; n 3 = 3; the two lists corresponding to the symmetry group: 
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List 1. 
rr o . (25 , 24 , 23 , 22 , 21 , 20), 
rrl:  (23 , 24 , 25 , 22 , 21 , 20), 
/1"2:(2 5 , 2 2 , 23 , 24 , 20 , 21), 
7r3:(23 , 22 , 25 , 24 , 20 , 21), 
List 2. 
0, 
{(1 o l ooo) ) ,  
{(010100) , (000011) ) ,  
{(101000) ,  (010100) ,  
(oooo 11)}. 
First,  suba lgor i thm IIb is cal led with input :  9 /= (111111) ;  k = 6; 
m = 3; List 1, List 2. 
The  init ial input  for  the main loop o f  I Ib is: s( 1 ) = ( 100000) ,  s(2) = 
(010000) ,  s(3) = (001000) ,  s(4) = (000100) ,  s(5) = (000010) ,  
s(6) = (000001) ;e  = (111000) ;  t (1)  = 3, t (2)  = 2, t(3) = 1. 
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The loop first determines: T = {~r 0, 7r 1 }, g(1)  = {(001000)} ;  
O(j) = O, 2 <- j<-- 5. 
Since rri(23) = 25 > rrj(25) = 23 fo r /= I and 3, rq and rr 3 produce 
no elements for BL (bad list). 7r 2 produces f = 7r2(23 ) vrr2(2 2) vTr2(21 )
= (101100)  which is merged into BL. 
At the end of the first time through the main loop of lib, we have: 
GL: (1 11000) ,  
GLG: {rr 0, rr 1 }, 
BL: (101 100).  
With the given input, lib goes through its main loop 8 times produc- 
ing: 
GL 
e l : (111000)  
e2: (110100)  
e3: (110010)  
%: (110001)  
%:( I  01010)  
e6: (100011)  
e7 : (0  1 0 1 1 0) 
%:(01 001 1) 
GLG 
{%, % }, 
{%, % }, 
{% }, 
{% }, 
{%, % }, 
{%, 7r2 }, 
{%, 7rl }, 
{'B'O, 7/" I }. 
Next, the following 6-vector list is computed from the elements of  GL: 
W 1 =( l ,  1, 1, 0, 0 ,0 ) ,  w 2 =(1,  1,0, 1 ,0 ,0 ) ,  
w 3 =(1,  1, 0, 0, 1 ,0 ) ,  w 4 =(1,  l, 0, 0, 0, 1), 
w s = (1, 0, 1,0, 1 ,0 ) ,  w 6 = (1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1), 
w 7=(0 ,1 ,0 ,1 ,1 ,0 ) ,  w 8=(0 ,1 ,0 ,0 ,1 ,1 ) .  
Subalgorithm IIb is called for each w~. For example, for w 2 , IIb is called 
with input: 9 /= (1 1 0 1 00);  k = 3 ;m = l; the two lists: 
List 1 List 2 
rr0: ( 25 , 24, 23, 22, 21 ,20) ,  O, 
7r2 : (25, 22, 23,24,  2°, 21) ,  {(0 1 0 1 00) , (0000 1 1)}. 
With this input, IIb transfers to the special case section and computes 
OL= {1 ,2}and 
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GL 
f l " (1  00000) ,  
f2" (010000) ,  
The main routine determines: 
GLG 
{~r o, ~r2 }, 
{~o}. 
f~w 2" (2, 1, O, 1, O, O), 
f~w 2 • (1, 2, 0, 1,0, 0) 
W 1 , W 2 , W 5 and W 6 each induce 2 distinct labelings of if, and w3, 
w 4 , w 7 and w 8 each produce 3 distinct labelings of g. The 20 distinct 
labelings of q with a, b, b, c, c, c are given in Fig. 4. 
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